
Future Careers



Academy Xi Partnership

The Academy Xi and Glow Up Careers partnership was
created to solve a problem.
 

As new ways of working drive sweeping change, workforces
are increasingly operating with obsolete or incomplete skill
sets. This limits organisational effectiveness; it also creates
fear and uncertainty among employees.
 

We combine outcome-focussed training in emerging
disciplines with a tech-enabled career coaching platform. 
 

Anchored by accessible content and video-based mentoring,
this unique program gives staff the skills and confidence to
jump into their future head on.



Additive Training

Academy Xi delivers team training both face-to-face and
online, in emerging, in-demand disciplines. These programs
focus on upskilling staff to take on new roles within the
organisation, or on giving them the tools they need to gain
employment elsewhere. Either way, our focus is on delivering
relevant capability uplift that bridges key skill gaps.
 

Glow Up exists to support your employees. Our network of
accredited expert coaches provide face-to-face and video-
enabled advice for staff at any stage of their careers.
Personalised support supplemented by a digital platform
containing a wealth of resources, to build confidence and
prepare staff for the future.



Our Programs Cater For

Ø  Individuals seeking continuous development support.
Ø  Individuals & Teams who require upskilling in current roles.
Ø  People reskilling to new roles & opportunities internally.
Ø  Employees or executives exiting the organisation.
 

We deliver a mix of Career Coaching and Specialist Training to
ensure an effective outcome for every participant.
 
These outcomes include elevating team skill-sets &
collaboration, individual enablement & resilience, enhancing
transition staff capabilities with new tools, building future
careers, and supporting employees through times of change.



Topics Include
Ø  Data Analytics

Ø  Service Design

Ø  Career Exploration

Ø  Change Resilience

Ø  UI & UX Design

Ø  Personal Branding

Ø  Product Marketing

Ø  Exit Preparation

Ø  Transition Mindset

Ø  Digital Marketing

Ø  Mixed Reality Design

Ø  Internal Networking

Career Growth

Redeployment

Outplacement

Reskilling
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